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Following Our Good Shepherd in Caring for Creation 

 

The Psalmist wrote, “The Lord is my shepherd.” 

Jesus said, “I am the Good Shepherd.” 

 

     Jesus loves us. Jesus asks us to hear his voice. In hearing his voice, we are called to 

follow him. The most important way we do that is to love. As his disciples, we are 

moved to love as Jesus loved. But not just people. Actually, we are called to love all of 

creation. We are called to love this planet Earth, which is a gift from our creator, our 

Good Shepherd; that gives us life. 

     Some 15 years ago my husband Jim and I rescaped our backyard. Of the many fruit 

trees that were once there only 3 had survived. When we decided to do the rescape, 

one thing we really wanted was more trees. We had two trees planted. 

     These trees were purportedly supposed to grow enough that in 10 years they would 

reach the height we wanted. I was very excited. Over the years I have felt joy and 

worry about these trees. One was doing really well. It was out growing the other and 

becoming a very beautiful tree. I was in love. Then, a few years ago we had one of 

those crazy gusty winds. In the night, this lovely tree had blown over and crashed into 

the fence. I was really upset! I cried for this tree. My husband and I tried to push it up 

off the fence, but because it needed a strong post—which we did not happen to have 

handy—it just continued to lean against the fence. I called several tree companies who 

told me it was not worth saving. Argh! No! At first, I told the gardener to cut it down. 

Then I changed my mind. But before I could stop him, he had cut the branch stubs off 

so that nothing but the post remained. I was determined that tree was going to live. 

This post of a tree was still leaning yet I did not cut it down. After a while shoots came 

forth—tree people call them suckers—which are supposed to be trimmed away, which I 

did not.  I let those sweet suckers grow and grow. Ok, so it still looks like a stump with 

a bush growing out of it. I don’t care! It’s still a tree to me. And it’s alive! And it’s 

beautiful. 
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     You see, I am a full-blown tree lover. I am sad when trees are cut down for any 

reason—even disease. And I am most especially sad when they are cut down to make 

way for some building project. I became a tree lover when I learned that trees are the 

reason we humans can live on earth. God, who created all that is, seen and unseen, 

created trees before people for a reason. Trees are marvelously made; through the 

process of photosynthesis, trees take in carbon dioxide and give off oxygen. That is 

very simplified, I know. And that is all I am going to say about the science part of it. 

What is important is that without trees humans (and other land creatures) could not 

exist. 

      I admit I did not find any scriptures or sayings specifically attributed to Jesus 

regarding Earthcare or Creationcare. But do we actually need Jesus to be explicit about 

taking care of earth? I don’t think so. 

     When we promise at our baptism to be followers of Christ we are implicitly agreeing 

to loving our earth as we love people. 

    In the Episcopal Baptismal Covenant, Baptismal Covenant #6 says: 

“Will you proclaim by word and example the Good News of God in Christ?” 

And we answer, YES.  

     The Good News is that our Good Shepherd is always with us and cares for us giving 

us all that we need. But note: We proclaim this not only by word, but also by example. 

How we treat our planet and all creation that lives and grows on it (and in it) is our 

“thank you” for the good care God gives us through this lovely Earth. 

     In his sermons during this Eastertide, Fr. Rob has talked about a system of life 

called “Order to disorder to reorder.” While he has been referring to the lives of people, 

it really applies to all life. 

     The earth and all that is in it has to go through the natural cycles of  

order-> disorder-> reorder-> (birth-> death-> resurrection). But that does not mean 

we do not have to care for creation. It actually means we take part in the natural cycle 

by being not just good stewards, but excellent stewards. 
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A little history: 

     Many of you know that April has been designated as Earth Month and that April 22nd 

is Earth Day. This is a secular designation designed to remind people to take care of 

planet earth.    

     This past week was Earth Week, and just 4 days ago was the culmination of the 

month—Earth Day! And that is marvelous. God, through Moses gave the Israelites 

several festivals during the year for such celebrations of thanksgiving for the good Earth 

and its abundance. As with those ancient celebrations, this is our time to remember, to 

be thankful, and to put our appreciation into a tangible form.  

     Fifty-one years ago, on April 22nd, the first so named Earth Day event took place in 

the United States with 20 million Americans taking part. In 1990 it became an 

international event. And over time it became an annual event and eventually the whole 

month of April was designated as a time to focus on how humans are doing at following 

through with the agreements made to protect the Earth and how humans are doing at 

NOT protecting the Earth. 

     And this is because, over the past few centuries urbanization and industrial progress 

has dulled human senses to what Earth really means to us—how Planet Earth’s health 

means human health. 

     Sure, there have been scientists who have studied and written about the wonders of 

Earth. Ah, but, other scientists—innovationists have found ways to desensitize us from 

the effect our techno/industrial lifestyle has had on our precious eco-system that we 

depend on for life. We have become convinced that we need these inventions and 

innovations. 

     In 1975 a scientific paper was published using the term “global warming” for the 

first time. Let me see 1975?. I was just out of high school. And for at least the next 30 

years of my adult life, I had no idea about it. I was completely oblivious. I am a bit of a 

Johnny-come-lately to the whole global warming/climate change concept.  It was not 

until my son became a geology major in college that I began to learn vicariously 

through him. It was truly a jaw-dropping experience.  
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     The Episcopal Church, however, is not new to the concept of Earthcare. Afterall, 

Genesis 1:28 is explicit that humans are to care for the earth. And though it has 

embraced the secular designation of April as Earth month, numerous resolutions having 

to do with care of the Earth have been passed at General Convention over the past 40 

years. There is currently a whole section of The Episcopal Church’s website that is 

dedicated to Creation Care. 

     Participating in the secular celebration of our Earth is not about believing in Global 

Warming, or Climate Change, or whatever the new next terminology will be. It is about 

taking responsibility for how we are contributing to the health of our planet—or not. 

If you are like me, you believe that planting and nurturing trees is a major part of 

helping to keep the ecosystem balanced.  

     There are lots of statistics about the “bad” things humans have done. There are lots 

of documentaries and internet websites that can drive one nutty with the pros and cons 

about what the human footprint has done. 

     All of that aside, how are we, right here in this place, showing respect, and love for 

all that our Good Shepherd has given us.? 

     From our reading in 1 John this morning: “let us love, not in word or speech, but in 

truth and action...” 

     The truth is our Earth needs us to care for her. Our Earth needs our action. 

     Remembering the words of our opening Collect for today: “Grant that when we hear 

[our shepherd’s] voice we may know him who calls us each by name and follow where 

he leads.” 

May it be so. 
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